Reinforced concrete Jabara unit construction
What is the reinforced concrete Jabara unit construction?
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A usual unity line can not be used, it reduce the person by using the unity line
that our company developed in the transportation cost and the site, and the
term of works be shortened.
Our unity line cuts the reinforced concrete, and the expansion and contraction
parts are cut in the unity part in which it unites and even if degree of freedom
is given to the part in which it united by the accompanied thing, and an
unnecessary load joins, the unity line is not cut.

No.１ IIt assembles it at the factory.

No.２ Temporary putting.

No.３ It assembles it at the factory.

No.４ Temporary putting.

No.５ It sets it up with the crane etc.
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Feature of

1７ of reinforced concrete Jabara unit construction.

Term of works shortening of working line of reinforced concrete assembly.

(about half of usual site assembly)
The work efficiency leads to the reduction in the number of men well
by assembly in the factory.
Because it is possible to work beforehand, the site installation is possible
by the few people.
The number of men of the assistance of the site can be reduced.
It is possible to carry efficiently because the reinforced concrete is folded
and it transports it.
It is possible to work efficiently safely.
A necessary temporary housing work stand for the field operation etc. can
be reduced.
Because the majority can be assembled at the factory, the process can
be moved up.
It is not becoming empty of the temporary putting space and ends
becaus it folds and it keeps it.
The small reinforced concrete transportation decreases by the field
operation, and it is possible to work efficiently.
The welding that is the cause of the section damage of the mother material
for the prefab unit making is needless.
Because the material made a unit by uniting it ahead is brought in,
the site can be maintained in an orderly manner.
The quality control improves for work factory C seeing Ta that the working
environment is comfortable, too.
All unities of the entire material can be simply done.
A new visitor by can the leveling of the number of workers of sites and
assistance, etc. can be reduced.
The efficiency improvement when transported by folding in the union
industrial method a past factory ahead can be attempted.
It is possible to correspond to the site of a severe term of works.

